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ANNEXURE - A 

INS COMMENTS ON ISSUES RELATING TO MEDIA OWNERSHIP 

INTRODUCTION 

The Indian media sector is the most competitive, diverse and pluralistic in the world. Hence, 

we reiterate that there is absolutely no need to consider any measures concerning horizontal 

cross-media ownership by any Government body. The exercise in this regard undertaken by 

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) under the consultation paper (CP) is not necessary 

and would produce any benefits for the Nation. In fact, we are surprised that the totally redundant 

question of curbs on horizontal Media ownership in India, which is the world’s most competitive 

and pluralistic Media industry, are being raised at all. The following points are pertinent in this 

regard: 

i. TRAI had previously opined that there was enough competition and therefore, plurality in 

the industry and there was no need to regulate horizontal integration. Infact, from that time 

i.e. 2014 till today, 8 years on, the Indian Media space has become far more competitive. 

Not only is there more competition in each segment, but the rapid pace of convergence with 

mega new Digital entities including OTT, has also made the concept of geographical 

markets redundant and irrelevant. {Details in 2. Principal View (vii) hereafter}. 

ii. In any case, the few countries that did introduce horizontal cross-media ownership 

restrictions many decades ago because of the limited number of Media outlets present, 

have been rolling them back for many reasons including convergence and the decline of 

traditional Media. {Details in 2. Principal View (xii) hereafter}. 

iii. It should also be understood that these few countries had introduced these curbs in the 

1950s-60s in circumstances totally opposite to what India is in today; they were introduced 

only because the presence of very few Media entities in those few countries which were 

diversifying into terrestrial TV (which had limited channels) in view of its reach. However, 

on the other hand, in India, the Indian media sector with its lakhs of publications and 

hundreds of TV and radio channels totally bans private sector from entering terrestrial TV, 

which is instead the monopoly of the public service broadcaster Prasar Bharati 

(Doordarshan). 

Hence, any recommendations to restrict horizontal cross-media ownership would not be in public 

interest and may be construed as a means for inviting undue Government control of the content 

Media. It is a known fact that India has been ranked in 2022 at a dismal 150 out of 180 countries by 

the NGO Reporters Without Borders in the annual ranking of countries based upon the 

organisation's assessment under its Press Freedom Index. The ranking, accessible 
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at https://rsf.org/en/index, which shows that much needs to be done to increase Indian Media’s 

freedom. Any further restrictions on the Indian Media with regard to horizontal cross-media 

ownership restrictions, would only worsen the situation. 

On the other hand, the best way to preserve plurality and diversity is to ensure Indian Media 

companies have a viable future. No Media company can survive in today’s evolving market 

conditions if it is not horizontally integrated and cannot be present across textual, audio and video 

mediums. Moreover, it must be able to compete effectively against the likes of Facebook, Twitter 

and other BigTech companies, as well as telcos which not only own content but also the 

distribution pipe.  

The following measures are necessary for the sustenance and survival of the Indian Media 

companies: 

a) Media companies, most importantly traditional media like print, TV and Radio, must be 

allowed unfettered horizontal integration so that they can survive by owning different 

forms of Media like Newspapers, TV, Digital and Radio as at present, most of them are in 

decline as can be observed by simply looking at TRAI’s statistics mentioned in the 

consultation paper; 

b) Media companies must be protected against BigTech monopolies and abuse of dominance 

by them;   

c) Digital Media publishers must be protected against any abuse of dominance by owners of 

the distribution pipe; 

 

PRINCIPAL VIEW 

i. Convergence and Media: Concept of geographical market and hence cross-media restrictions 

in age of BigTech is totally outdated: 

Convergence has been a reality for many years now, and hence actually the term ‘cross-media’ 

itself has lost its relevance. Convergence, Internet and mobile telephony brings the Newspaper, 

TV and Radio channel on a single screen, thus making the very concept of specific Media 

markets/geographies irrelevant and redundant. With multiple technological methods to 

disseminate information and consumption by consumers, there remains no virtual 

demarcation of a single medium. In such a scenario, it is also not possible for a single entity to 

dominate any given “market” based on “market share” in a given “geography” within a Media 

segment, and hence there is no reasonable basis to bring in any kind of horizontal cross-media 

https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Frsf.org%2Fen%2Findex&data=05%7C01%7CRachna.Burman%40timesgroup.com%7C09239124d1d34c64ea0908da5823a779%7C31171dd7fc014090a8517f1bbcd7e048%7C1%7C0%7C637919207464364916%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=ViRHyXoi%2BVnSpZTSENJn6U%2BNYM30j9q9GmcAAGkLvlc%3D&reserved=0
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restrictions at all. With the defined borders of platforms blurring, how can one define a ‘relevant 

market’ in light of such trends in Indian Media? 

User Generated Content (UGC) is the biggest source on digital platforms. Such content, 

available freely on the internet, competes against studio-produced content of traditional 

media outlets. With respect to video content, what the consumer sees is no longer only what 

the broadcasters produce. The popularity of platforms like YouTube, WhatsApp, Instagram, 

Facebook etc., indicates just how strong UGC has become. Likewise in the text domain, 

blogging is a huge phenomenon online, and bloggers are starting to shape public opinion more 

than many established media outlets. This also indicates the obsolescence of the concept of 

geographical markets and lack of viewpoint plurality in any market including India. 

BigTech engages users across multiple platforms without any geographical market 

considerations. In the case of Google, it is YouTube, Google Search, Google Discover, Google 

News, their advertising reach on GDN and the Android operating system. In the case of Meta, 

nearly every Indian Internet user uses WhatsApp, and most youth use Instagram and Facebook. 

Both of them act as Media platforms, choosing and prioritizing content and deciding what 

content needs to be shown to which user. In fact, traditional and Indian Digital Media needs 

less regulation to compete fairly with such BigTech Media houses, rather than being burdened 

with additional regulation which is no more relevant in a geographical border-less 

consumption world on laptop and mobile devices. 

ii. Traditional Media and their Digital arms in forefront of fighting fake news: Fake news is 

challenging our society at a fast pace and social Media penetration is getting deeper in the 

masses. Following lack of truly effective regulations on dissemination of information on social 

media and the Internet, our society is in dire need of credible information from well-regulated 

sources like the Print and their Digital arms.  In fact, any action through any untoward 

recommendations following the CP, will muzzle the Media and availability of credible 

information will be adversely affected. Moreover, any action which may split the synergies in 

Media entities would lead to public facing activities of the Media also drying up. The CP itself 

highlights issues on fake news in paras 4.16 to 4.18, which we request be seen in context of the 

need of viable continuation of India’s pillar of democracy, traditional media and their digital 

arms, without any unreasonable restrictions. 

iii. Anticompetitive practices and abuse of dominance by Tech companies:  TRAI has in para 

2.10 to 2.13 correctly noted that the Digital Media industry is unable to tap benefits due to 

BigTech giants like Facebook, Twitter, etc, whose dominance and control is itself an indicator 

of the potential abuse which gets further corroborated and re-enforced because of their non-

transparent behaviour when it comes to sharing of advertising revenue. Resultantly, complaint 

has been filed by INS and DNPA before Competition Commission of India (CCI), which has 
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directed the Director General to investigate under Section 4 of the Competition Act, 2002 

allegations of abuse of dominance as practiced by Google. 

While there are sufficient checks and balances for traditional news platforms wherein 

noncompliance can result in cancellation of registration/licenses/permission, this is missing 

when it comes to social networking platforms and search engines which also take a substantial 

share of advertising revenue for the content provided by traditional news Media broadcasters.; 

in fact, news publishers are dependent on Google and Facebook for referrals and traffic on their 

websites. However, on the other hand, often, news is manipulated due to the algorithms used 

by search engines; for example, a Facebook or Twitter user viewing a particular video or news 

article finds that the algorithm usually pushes similar content/news items which is trending 

without giving any real or apparent control or choice to the user. Therefore, algorithms tend to 

create "filter bubbles", insulating viewers from opposing points of view. This is extremely 

dangerous given the huge numbers who get their news from social Media platforms such as 

Facebook and Twitter. 

iv. No Jurisdiction under the TRAI Act: We wish to reiterate our stand communicated to you 

earlier that the Print Media is not to be included within the scope and ambit of the Telecom 

Regulatory Authorities of India Act, 1997. We had earlier also vide our letter no. TRAI/39 

dated 22.04.2013, in response to consultation paper on issues relating to media ownership 

placed for consultation by TRAI dated 15.04.2013 & vide our representation dated 25.11.2008, 

in response to consultation paper by TRAI dated 23.09.2008 had succinctly clarified the same. 

The TRAI Act, 1997 defines functions of TRAI in section 11 and states that TRAI may make 

recommendations in relation to ‘telecommunication services’ only. Telecommunication 

service is defined to include services which are transmitted or received using wire, Radio, visual 

or other electromagnetic means. Broadcasting services were included by way of a specific 

notification in 2004. Hence any input that TRAI seeks or recommendation that it makes in 

relation to Print Media/other entities not under its jurisdiction, shall not be in accordance with 

the TRAI Act. 

 

Section 11 of the TRAI Act describes the functions of the TRAI which are divided into two broad 

areas: (i) Making recommendations on certain matters, and (ii) regulatory functions. The 

regulatory functions largely deal with monitoring compliance with the telecom licenses and 

other functions of service providers. 

TRAI’s powers to make recommendations extend to the following matters: 

• Need and timing for introduction of new service provider; 

• Terms and conditions of licence to a service provider; 

• Revocation of licence for non-compliance of terms and conditions of licence; 
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• Measures to facilitate competition and promote efficiency in the operation of 

telecommunication services so as to facilitate growth in such services; 

• Technological improvements in the services provided by the service providers; 

• Type of equipment to be used by the service providers after inspection of equipment 

used in the network; 

• Measures for the development of telecommunication technology and any other matter 

relatable to telecommunication industry in general; 

• Efficient management of available spectrum 

It is submitted that all the above matters deal specifically with functions of service providers, 

which are limited to ‘telecommunication services’, and NOT in respect of transmission of 

information/content through other modes like Newspapers and their digital arms. Therefore, 

TRAI’s present consultation on issues directly impacting the ownership and content businesses 

of Newspapers is beyond its’ jurisdiction. 

v. Acarpous exercise, in contravention of settled law: It may be noted that the CP does not pass 

the tests governing restrictions on the Media, as laid down by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of 

India in numerous judgements. In Ajay Goswami v. Union of India [(2007) 1 SCC 143] it was held 

that protecting public order in light of the Constitutional right to freedom of expression 

requires the existence of a fair balance and that any imposition on speech must be 

“reasonable.” The CP misses numerous glaring facts, including the rich diversity of viewpoints 

in the Indian Media, and contains numerous contradictions. This judgement also shows that 

content-based plurality already exists in the Indian Media and options of different types of 

Media content is available with the public and it is encouraged too. 

vi. Violation of Constitutional Provisions: Article 19(1)(g) provides all the citizens of the country 

the right to practice any profession or to carry on any occupation, trade or business. This 

fundamental right can only be curtailed by certain reasonable restrictions as laid down under 

Article 19(6)(2), which includes a) restrictions in the interest of the general public; b) prescribing 

any professional or technical qualifications; and c) enabling the State to make laws for creating 

state monopolies either partially or completely in respect of any trade or business or industry 

or service by excluding the private citizen. The main objective behind this Constitutional right 

is to establish economic unity and to be invoked when the free flow of trade, commerce, and 

intercourse is hampered through any direct impediment from the State. 

In Hathising Manufacturing Company, Ltd. v. Union of India A.I.R 1960 S.C 923, the Court 

held that the fundamental right guaranteed under Art. 19(1)(g) of the Constitution can be 

suitably restricted only by a valid law which must stand the scrutiny under Art. 19(6) of the 

Constitution. 
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In Dwarka Prasad v State of U.P AIR 1954 SC 224, the Hon’ble Supreme Court said that “any 

uncontrolled, arbitrary administrative discretion to restrict a citizen’s right in respect of trade, 

business, and industry cannot be permitted as it would be imposing an unreasonable restriction 

outside the scope of clause (6) of Article 19”. 

In the case of Indian Cement v State Of A.P (1988 (1) SCC 745), the Supreme Court opined 

that the restrictions must be reasonable and must be backed by law and should work for the 

free trade, commerce and intercourse, and not against it. 

Moreover, the right to Freedom of Speech and Expression enshrined under Article 19(1)(a) of 

the Constitution, can only be curtailed by reasonable restrictions on the ground of sovereignty 

and integrity of the country, security of the State, friendly relations with other foreign State, 

public order, decency and morality or in relation to contempt of court, defamation etc. In the 

following judgements, the Supreme Court of India has recognized the freedom of Media: 

• Express Newspaper Vs. Union of India (AIR 1958 SC 578) 

• Bennett Coleman Vs. Union of India (AIR 1973 SC 106 para 23) 

• Sakal Newspaper Vs Union of India (AIR 1962 SC 305) 

• Indian Express Newspapers (Bombay) Pvt Ltd Vs Union of India (AIR 1986 SC 872) 

• Bennett Coleman & Co Vs Union of India (1972) 2SCC 788 

In Express Newspaper Vs. Union of India (AIR 1958 SC 578) and Bennett Coleman Vs. Union 

of India (AIR 1973 SC 106 para 23), wherein the Supreme Court has held that it would not be 

reasonable for the State to single out Press for laying upon it excessive and prohibitive burdens 

which would restrict circulation, impose a penalty on its right to choose the instruments for its 

exercise or to seek an alternative Media. 

In the case of Sakal Newspaper Vs Union of India (AIR 1962 SC 305), wherein the Hon’ble 

Court agreed that there are two aspects of Newspapers dissemination of news and views and 

commercial. The two aspects are different, the former falls under Article 19(1) (a) read with 

Article 19(2), and the latter falls under Article 19(1) (g) and can be regulated under Article 19(6). 

Further this judgment enunciated that the State cannot make a law which directly restricts one 

freedom even for securing the better enjoyment of another freedom. The State cannot directly 

restrict one freedom by placing an otherwise permissible restriction on another freedom. Thus, 

the freedom of speech cannot be restricted for the purpose of regulating the commercial aspect 

of the activities of the Media. 

Further, the Hon’ble Supreme Court in Indian Express Newspapers (Bombay) Pvt Ltd Vs 

Union of India (AIR 1986 SC 872), held that the then prevailing law in question was to directly 

affect the right of circulation of Newspapers, which would necessarily undermine their power 

to influence public opinion. These restrictions would amount to major government 
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interference as it would have the final power and this would constrict the existence of a free 

Press. It is the primary duty of all the national courts to uphold the said freedom and invalidate 

all laws or administrative actions which interfere with it contrary to the Constitutional 

mandate. 

In Bennett Coleman & Co Vs Union of India (1972) 2SCC 788, the Supreme Court has held that 

the government could not, in the garb of regulating distribution of newsprint, control the 

growth and circulation of Newspapers. As a direct effect of the so-called regulation policy, 

which was in fact a control policy, the Newspapers suffered financial loss and infringement of 

freedom of speech and expression. In the words of the Court, Freedom of the Press is both 

qualitative and quantitative. Freedom lies both in circulation and content. 

In light of the aforesaid, we are of the opinion that the State cannot seek to place restrictions 

on business by directly and immediately curtailing any other freedom of the citizen guaranteed 

under the Constitution and which is not susceptible of abridgement on the same grounds as 

are set out in Article 19(6). The fundamental right as enshrined under Article 19(1)(g) read with 

Article 19(1)(a) therefore cannot be taken away with the object of placing restrictions on the 

business activities of a citizen. We are of the opinion that similar is the situation with any 

proposed restraint on horizontal cross-media ownership holdings. In the attempt to regulate 

business activities, Freedom of Speech and Expression could be compromised and curtailed by 

taking away the right to a free Press, which is antithetical to the sole purpose of these 

restrictions of promoting a free Press. 

vii. Most pluralistic Media sector and plurality has increased since TRAI’s previous cross-

Media ownership recommendations in 2014: The Indian Media sector, especially Print and 

their Digital arms, is the most competitive in the world as far as content is concerned, is hugely 

diversified and has the highest possible plurality imaginable of views, Media owners as well as 

types of content creators. 

a) Herein, the most important and basic point is that plurality in Media ownership is not a 

requirement to ensure plurality in views. This is obvious from the fact that different Media 

products owned by the same Media entity are in different companies, run by entirely 

separate management and editorial teams, are designed to focus on their own 

differentiated target audiences and are hence usually entirely different in viewpoints from 

each other. Hence, the same Media entity with different Newspapers, for instance, would 

perforce have different content strategies for each of them to ensure each caters to a 

different target audience, otherwise there would be no interest/buyers/viewers/readers for 

the same viewpoints across these different products and these products would invariably 

fail. 
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b) Plurality increased manifold since 2014: Since TRAI’s previous cross-Media ownership 

recommendations in 2014, Media plurality has increased manifold, including with 

digitisation. Consequently, the consumer has access to more content than ever before –

both from local and global platforms across Print, TV, Radio, OTT and social media. There 

are 909 TV channels, 1,44,520 registered publications, 386 private FM Radio stations, 2000+ 

Digital news publishing platforms and over 40 OTT Platforms which are non-news Online 

Curated Content Providers (OTT-OCCP) available in India. This is in addition to the user 

generated content available across platforms such as YouTube and Twitter. For registered 

Publications, the increase has been 54%: 

Media 2014 2021 

Registered publications 94,067 1,44,520 

In addition to this, with the advent of the Internet, the Indian consumer has access to 

various international Media platforms across the world and through applications, 

both free and paid for. 

c) Plurality of private sector Media owners in India: It is widely known that India has the 

widest range of entities owning and controlling Media, i.e.: 

• Stock Market Traded and Privately Held Commercial Media – The private sector has 

1,40,000+ registered publications and 40+ OTT pan-India. Additionally, the private 

sector has 888 channels airing pan India. 

• Civil Society and Not for Profit Media – Several trusts and not for profit organizations 

own and operate Media vehicles: ie 573 Newspapers and over 300 community Radio 

stations. In addition, several such bodies engage Digitally with their audiences through 

online platforms like Facebook and YouTube amongst several others.  

d) Plurality of Content Creation / Creators: As per the 65th Annual Report Registrar of 

Newspapers for India, (Ministry of Information & Broadcasting, Government of India) as 

many as 1,44,520 publications (Newspapers & Other periodicals) have been registered in 

India till 31stMarch 2021. During 2020-21, a total of 1,097 new publications were registered. 

The total circulation of publications has been taken as 38,64,82,373 copies per publishing 

day in 2020-21. Hindi had 4,349 Dailies, claiming a circulation of 10,36,19,621 copies, while 

1,107 Urdu dailies, 1,083 Telugu dailies, and 820 English dailies claimed (2,18,06,994), 

(1,47,89,526) & (2,05,04,961) copies per publishing day respectively. As per the data received 

through Annual Statements submitted by the publishers for 2020- 21, the highest numbers 

of publications were published in Hindi (16,274) followed by Marathi (2,683), English (2,434), 

Telugu (2,252), Gujarati (1,834), Urdu (1,698), Kannada (1,151), Tamil (885), Bengali (537), 

Odia (442), Malayalam (317) etc. 
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This ensures that there is diversity in content and plurality of voices. Consumption patterns 

have also changed and this causes further diversity as opposed to 

the ‘stereotypical’ content of yesteryears. 

e) IIMC study on pluralistic Indian Media’s coverage: India is a land of diverse and varied 

culture, and along with that, there has always been an existence and encouragement of 

circulation of multiple views on each topic. This variety of opinion is so apparent that in 

2022, Indian Institute for Mass Communication (IIMC - which is under the Ministry of 

Information and Broadcasting), has published a report titled ‘Analysis of Global Media 

Coverage of Events in India’ in the latest issue of its quarterly Media 

journal Communicator and endeavours to explain the alleged irrational global Media 

coverage of socio-political developments in India through facts and figures. 

The report, through in-depth analysis of 3000+ India-related articles by global Media, case 

studies & readership growth pattern, suggests that these questions about the Western 

Media’s coverage may have some legitimacy to them. The report quotes scientific papers, 

communication experts and journalists associated with these concerned Western Media 

houses to explain how there is a natural tendency to prefer click bait journalism in order to 

garner more eyeballs, which, in turn helps grow their business. This is in contrast to our 

Media, which is highly plural in its views, thereby benefitting the public right across the 

Nation. 

viii. No Dominant Position: It is submitted that the regulatory restrictions are needed in an 

industry characterized by low or no competition and abuse of monopolistic position by 

incumbent. However, in India, the Media & entertainment industry is the most highly 

competitive in the world as far as content is concerned–with the government’s own data 

specifying this with 1,44,520 registered publications, 909 permitted TV channels and 386 

private FM Radio stations. This apart, there are thousands of standalone websites based out 

of India which give news and information. In the present circumstances, the risk of an 

individual entity owning two or more Media outlets and being significantly able to influence 

public opinion at this stage of growth is totally out of the question. Accordingly, introducing 

restrictions on cross-media ownership/horizontal integration will only stifle the growth of the 

industry and lead to sickness in the already declining entities. 

It may be mentioned that the present era is that of globalization and consolidation by way of 

mergers and acquisitions so as to access and optimally utilise the resources of capital 

formation for the growth and development of the Media sector. The Indian Media industry has 

to compete with global Media companies in this sector. In order to match the might of these 

companies, they must have adequate technology, capital and manpower resources. Thus, the 

process of capital formation is one of the key ingredients to acquire and accumulate 

competitive strength and any kind of restrictions on this front are likely to adversely affect the 
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said process, which would be prejudicial and detrimental to the growth of Indian Media 

companies. 

ix. The only monopolies in Indian Media relate to the monopolies by public broadcaster 

Prasar Bharati which is the only entity allowed into terrestrial TV and AM Radio, and also is 

the only entity allowed to broadcast news and current affairs on Radio (as all private FM Radio 

companies can only air/rebroadcast the news bulletins by Prasar Bharati’s All India Radio). 

In light of these clear findings, there is no need to further split the Media houses and instead 

there is a real need to look at State control over Media verticals and how this may be diluted 

to ensure wider access of independent news and views. 

x. Multiple layers of laws already exist to regulate traditional Media and their Digital arms 

and there is no need of further regulation: The Indian Media industry is overburdened with 

layers upon layers of sector-specific rules and regulations for both business and content. 

a) Business aspects: There are stiff rules for entry and existence into different Media sectors 

right from licensing to other aspects like Interconnect regulations. Most importantly, there 

are well-functioning entities like CCI, SEBI, etc., which regulate all aspects of relevant 

activity in the country. Hence, introducing further regulatory oversight or a new regulatory 

oversight body will only lead to instances of overlap of jurisdiction with the existing 

regulators, impinging upon the ease of doing business. 

There are enough regulations governing aspects relating to competition, abuse of 

dominant position, M&As, etc with The Competition Act, 2002 (Competition Act) which 

vests the CCI with the power to inter alia ex-post regulate anti-competitive agreements in 

respect of production, supply, distribution, storage, acquisition or control of goods or 

provision of services, which causes or is likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on 

competition within India. The Competition Act also prohibits an entity/ group from abusing 

its dominant position, which may include practices resulting in denial of market access, in 

any manner. Subject to the prescribed thresholds under the Competition Act, 

combinations, which may include acquisition of one or more enterprises mergers or 

amalgamations, which cause or are likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on 

competition within the relevant market in India-- are also regulated by CCI. 

CCI has been designated as the subject matter regulator to regulate, investigate and act 

upon any anti-competitive activity across sectors. It has already examined and evaluated 

multiple matters relating to ownership and competition in the Media sector. The current 

regulatory regime is adequate to address all anti-competitive issues. The CCI is 

empowered to ex-ante regulate all acquisitions, mergers and amalgamations across all 

sectors, which exceed the thresholds provided under the Competition Act. The CCI has the 

machinery to undertake the required inquiries and analysis. There are also adequate 
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mechanisms in place to ensure that the comments of the concerned statutory authority 

are considered. The Competition Act along with the rules and regulations framed 

thereunder form a comprehensive code to regulate, investigate and act upon anti-

competitive activity which could threaten Media plurality. 

Sufficiency of Indian Competition Law: Objects of the Competition Act, 2002 state that it 

is made “…to protect the interests of consumers and to ensure freedom of trade carried on 

by other participants in markets, in India…” The Act regulates competition scenario in India 

extensively and its implementation has been appreciated by all institutions in India. In 

view of the extensive provisions of the Competition Act, any further regulation, in the garb 

of promoting ‘plurality and diversity of views,’ would be excessive and may be suggestive of 

some other extraneous considerations. 

By enacting the Competition Act, the Parliament is already seized of the concern and has 

completely taken care of adverse effects on competition and the factors affecting plurality, 

based on empirical studies of various economies worldwide. 

• The Companies Act, 2013 (Companies Act) also provides for provisions governing 

compromise, arrangement, and amalgamations. It is to be noted that any scheme 

of merger, compromise or amalgamation is required to be approved by the 

National Company Law Tribunal, having jurisdiction. The Companies Act provides 

for the notice of proposed merger/ compromise/ arrangement to be sent to the 

concerned sectoral regulators. As such, Companies Act ensures that all 

stakeholders and sectoral regulators can raise concerns on the proposed merger/ 

compromise/ arrangement. 

• The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and 

Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (Takeover Code), defines ‘control’ and the Code 

provides for open offer requirements when the non-public shareholding in a listed 

company exceeds prescribed thresholds. Further, the Securities and Exchange 

Board of India (Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2009 

provide for various disclosures to be made by listed entities, irrespective of the 

sector in which such entity operates. 

b) To regulate content alone, there are four-five layers of rules relating to content in each 

individual Media space as below: 

• First, apart from Indian Penal Code, 1860, there are 30-40 central laws which regulate 

some aspect or the other of Media content including news and current affairs like, 

Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986, Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, Protection of Children from 
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Sexual Offences Act, 2012, Copyright Act, 1957 among others which Media entities 

adhere to. 

• Second, there are also a huge number of individual entities which lay down dos and 

don’ts for journalistic coverage and content creation right from state police forces to 

the Election Commission of India and various Commissions including for children; 

• Third, there are sector-specific content rules pertaining to the different Media sectors 

viz Norms of Journalistic Conduct in Press Council Act 1978, Program Code and 

Advertising Code in Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995, Information 

Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 of IT 

Act (sub-judice), etc.; 

• Fourth, there are robust self-regulatory entities at industry association or council level 

which examine and penalize offenders. This is both at the industry association level like 

Press Council for Print, IBDF’s BCCC and NBDA’s NBDSA for TV as well as at external 

entity level like the Advertising Standards Council of India; 

• Fifth, despite all the above, central government controls content via Inter-Ministerial 

Committee in the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting –which rules viz complaints 

for TV, FM Radio and a similar structure has been set up as the third tier for Digital Media 

under the new IT Rules, 2021 which is sub-judice. 

It is clear that there is absolutely no vacuum in the legal regulation of Indian Media and that 

robust laws exist to ensure plurality of views following low concentration of ownership. 

xi. Position under other laws: In the garb of promoting Media plurality, any curbs on horizontal 

cross-media ownership would effectively be against Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of 

India. The action of newspapers being forced to raise the prices of their products to meet the 

additional financial burden placed on them by being robbed of opportunities to operate 

multiple platforms, would adversely affect circulation of Newspapers and adversely impact 

their Digital arms as well. An additional outcome of forced financial burden on these 

establishments would be raising their advertising tariff, which would adversely affect their 

advertising revenues as advertisers would invariably shift elsewhere. A decline in revenue is 

bound to throttle the newspapers and would be a direct interference with the freedom of 

speech and expression of the newspapers, as upheld by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the case 

of Sakal Papers (P) Ltd. v. Union of India [(1962) 3 SCR 842]. 

• Forcible imposition of constricted structures on newspaper and their Digital arms is an 

anathema to the economic liberalization policies of the Government of India. Further, a 

scattered Media would have no say and will not be able to play the role it has been entrusted 
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in our polity. Small entities would be at the mercy of the Government of the day and would 

be intimidated into submission. 

• No Media company can survive in today’s evolving market conditions if it does not have 

access to medium of presenting content in form of text, audio and video. Any act to deprive 

a Media entity to have presence across different formats of Media would then also be 

against Article 19(1)(g) of the Constitution of India 

• By fragmenting Indian Media, advertiser’s commercial speech will be adversely affected as 

well. Presently many Media houses can offer multiple platforms of Media advertisement to 

advertisers, thereby passing on benefits of synergy to consumers. A fragmented Media will 

drive up advertisement prices and subsequently drive-up consumer prices. Consequently, 

a free market will be adversely affected. Such an action would also be against Directive 

Principles of State Policy and act against consumer protection.  

xii. Cross-media curbs –product of a bygone era and being rolled back in the few countries 

which still have some remnants: Cross-media restrictions were first imposed more than 60 

years ago only in countries with very limited Media plurality only a handful of Newspapers, TV 

and Radio channels and more importantly, were triggered only by entities wanting to 

enter terrestrial TV which at that time had significant reach. 

However, not one of these factors is true for India. Even without mentioning the thousands 

upon thousands of Digital entities, the Indian traditional Media content industry has 1,44,520 

registered publications, 909 permitted TV channels and 386 private FM Radio stations in 

numerous genres and in multiple languages, and is hence the most competitive and pluralistic 

in the world as far as content is concerned. Moreover, terrestrial TV in India is the sole monopoly 

of Prasar Bharati and private sector is not even allowed into terrestrial TV. Hence the very basis 

for the effort at restrictions in a few other countries 60 years ago never even existed –or exists 

today, in India. 

However, even in less competitive international markets where the number of TV 

channels/registered publications/FM Radio are far less and where the language for 

communication is only English, the respective governments have been liberalizing Media 

ownership rules since 2006 and rolling back these restrictions because the advent of the 

Internet and the giant monopolies of BigTech has made concepts like geographical market 

(and dominance in the same) totally redundant. Moreover, with Print and TV players losing out 

to Online, these countries wanted to ensure any cross-media restrictions are 

withdrawn/restricted significantly also so as to ensure the survival of traditional Print, TV and 

Radio companies. 

TRAI’s CP also acknowledges the change in regulations in international jurisdictions. For 

decades, the Federal Communications Commission’s (FCC) Media ownership rules limited 
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common ownership of broadcast Radio stations, broadcast Television stations, and daily 

Newspapers within the same local market. In 2017, the FCC repealed two of these rules, thereby 

permitting common ownership of Newspapers, Radio stations, and Television stations within 

the same local Television market. In addition, the FCC relaxed its rule limiting common 

ownership of Television stations within the same market. To compete globally, Indian Media 

must be viewed similarly and not in a regressive manner. Some other examples: 

• UK: The Communications Act 2003 enabled changes to media regulation by easing 

restrictions on cross-ownership of media. Owners were permitted to hold licenses of both 

national radio and television. Further, there have been recommendations by the Office of 

Communications in the UK to liberalise local cross-media ownership regulations. 

• Australia: In September 2007, the Australian Government under liberal Prime Minister 

John Howard passed the Bill that scrapped restrictions such as the “one out of three” rule, 

which had earlier prevented companies from owning more than one form of Media 

(newspaper, Radio and Television stations) in the same market. It also abolished the reach 

rule, which prevented a single TV broadcaster from reaching more than 75% of the 

population. 

• USA: In 2021, the U.S. Supreme Court unanimously allowed the FCC to loosen local Media 

ownership restrictions like removing the newspaper/broadcast cross-ownership rule and 

the Radio/Television cross ownership rule as well as to relax the local TV ownership rule so 

as to facilitate industry consolidation as consumers have increasingly moved online. The 

court agreed that this would help ensure the economic survival of local Television amid 

heavy competition from Internet companies that provide video content. The Supreme 

Court also agreed that the historical justifications for the ownership rules no longer apply 

in today’s Media market, and that permitting efficient combinations among Radio stations, 

Television stations and Newspapers would benefit consumers. 

• Hong Kong: The rapidly changing Media landscape and technological advances has 

prompted a total rethink and it was observed that the proliferation of online infotainment 

covering a wide range of different tastes, focuses and stances meant any risk of editorial 

uniformity of traditional Media had been significantly reduced. It was also observed that 

the viewership and revenues of traditional Media was decreasing, and the Digital Media was 

increasing.  Hence, in order (a) to facilitate innovation and investment in the industry to 

bring greater benefits to the community, and (b) to help traditional Media stay afloat amid 

increasing competition from Internet-based counterparts, effective from 2021, Hong Kong 

eased the rules and permitted the newspaper owners, advertising agencies and other Media 

companies to get into the free TV, pay TV or Radio broadcasting business. 
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• South Africa: The government has released a draft policy white paper to relax ownership 

rules. As per the paper, “in an environment where markets are disrupted by technology 

developments, where Print Media companies are no longer the largest Media companies, 

and with the proliferation of on-demand content services, the proposed policy intervention 

will allow consolidation and the creation of synergies by various firms”. 

• EU: There are no European-wide ownership rules in place. Each member state has treated 

the issue separately, mostly with a de-regulatory trend. 

With a view to encourage innovation and investment in the industry and to enable sustainable 

development of the traditional Media sector amid fierce competition from BigTech and telecom, 

TRAI must recommend absolutely no restrictions on cross-media horizontal ownership. Needless 

to mention that any regressive policy controlling Media ownership would have a negative effect on 

the Media space in the country and not only take away the gains made by the industry in recent 

decades but would also result in de-growth, contraction and sickness of the industry. 

Major recommendations: 

i. Media companies must be allowed horizontal integration so that they can survive by 

owning different forms of Media like Newspapers, TV, Digital and Radio as at present, 

most of which are in decline; 

ii. Media companies must be protected against BigTech monopolies and abuse of dominance 

by them;   

iii. Digital Media publishers must be protected against any abuse of dominance by owners of 

the distribution pipe. 
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Q1. Media industry has expanded in an unprecedented manner. In addition to conventional 

Television & Print medium, the industry now comprises news & Media-based portals, IP based 

website/ video portals (including You-tube/ Facebook/ Twitter/ Instagram/ Apps other OTT 

portals etc.). Considering overall scenario, do you think there is a need for monitoring cross-

Media ownership and Control? 

Please provide detailed reasoning to support your answer. 

Response: No, there is no need to monitor cross-media ownership and control for horizontally 

integrated Media whether conventional TV, Print, Radio or Digital Media and reasons are 

additionally given below. However, Media companies, must be protected against the abuse of 

dominance by BigTech as well as vertically integrated telcos and/or those telcos who own 

broadcasting assets whether in content or carriage. In sum: 

i. Media companies must be allowed horizontal integration so that they can survive by owning 

different forms of Media like Newspapers, TV, Digital and Radio as at present, most of which are 

in decline; 

ii. Digital Media companies must be protected against BigTech monopolies and abuse of 

dominance by them;   

iii. Digital Media publishers must be protected against any abuse of dominance by owners of the 

distribution pipe;    

New age tech companies like Google including Google search & YouTube and Facebook including 

Instagram & WhatsApp control majority of market revenue share through their monopolistic power 

& strong hold in supply chain. They use traditional Media houses' trustworthy content to distribute 

on their platforms without sharing adequate revenue with publishers. Indirectly, they are 

controlling and dictating traditional Media houses to follow their rules for content distribution & 

revenue. TRAI has in para 2.10 to 2.13 rightly noted that the Digital Media industry is unable to tap 

benefits due to commanding tech giants like Google, FB, Twitter, etc. The said issue is already 

under investigation by CCI. The dominance and control exercised by Tech Companies like 

Facebook and Google (over 60%) is itself an indicator of the potential abuse and which gets further 

corroborated and re-enforced because of their non-transparent behaviour when it comes to 

revenue sharing of advertising revenue. There is already a CCI case pending on the said issue 

wherein DG has been asked to investigate the unfair and monopolistic trade practices followed by 

FB and Google and alleged abuse of dominance practiced by them. 

A key argument against monitoring of Media ownership is based on the constitutional protection 

provided under Article 19(1)(a). Overbearing structural regulations indirectly trample upon the free 

speech rights enjoyed by the Media entities. The right to free speech of Media entities has been 
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affirmed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court in a number of judgements. Other points include those 

below: 

Horizontal Cross-Media Ownership/Control: Is there a need? 

The most important and basic point here is that plurality in Media ownership is not a requirement to 

ensure plurality in views: This is obvious from the fact that different Media products owned by the 

same Media entity are run by entirely separate management and editorial teams, are designed to 

focus on their own differentiated target audiences and are hence usually entirely different in 

viewpoints from each other. Hence, the same Media entity with different Newspapers or TV 

channels, for instance, would perforce have different content strategies for each of them to ensure 

each caters to a different target audience --otherwise there would be no 

interest/buyers/viewers/readers for the same viewpoints across these different products and they 

would invariably fail with readers/viewers/listeners. 

In any case, Plurality increased manifold since 2014:  Since TRAI’s previous cross-Media 

ownership recommendations in 2014, Media plurality has increased manifold, including with 

digitisation. Consequently, the consumer has access to more content than ever before –both from 

local and global platforms across Print, TV, Radio, OTT and social media. There are 909 TV 

channels, 1,44,520 registered publications, 386 private FM Radio stations, 2000+ Digital news 

publishing platforms and over 40 OTT Platforms which are non-news Online Curated Content 

Providers (OTT-OCCP) available in India. This is in addition to the user generated content available 

across platforms such as YouTube and Twitter. For registered Publications, the increase has been 

54%: 

Media 2014 2021 

Registered publications 94,067 1,44,520 

In addition to this, with the advent of the Internet, the Indian consumer has access to various 

international Media platforms across the world and through applications, both free and paid 

for. 

Hence, there is no question of a monopoly or “dominance” in any single market across any content 

Media entity. In fact, the Indian content Media sector is considered a hyper-competitive one and is 

the most pluralistic in the world; and any question of regulating on grounds of dominance or 

monopoly by content entities is farcical. 

• Economies like India require cross investments within a sector: The Indian Media economy 

requires cross-media holdings by which one Media segment can augment the growth of the 

other, considering the adverse growth environment. An economically well-placed Media 

entity should be permitted to invest in Print, Television, Radio, and Online Media segments 
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and vice versa. Restricting companies from making investments in other Media segments 

will affect their growth and hinder expansion of business, which are vital for the Media 

industry to progress. It would also deprive companies to extend their expertise and 

goodwill to other Media segments which would otherwise bring in enhanced quality, 

optimum utilization of resources and most importantly will be able to cater to growing 

consumer demand for better information & entertainment services. 

The TRAI should not proceed with any kind of proposal that fixes any threshold limits for holdings 

across-media to conclude that there is ‘control’ over that entity. 

• Convergence and Media: In any case, with the advent of Digital/OTT/ On-Line Media, 

convergence is a tangible reality the world over and the term ‘cross-media’ is no longer 

relevant. Convergence, Internet, and Mobile telephony brings the newspaper (e-

newspaper), TV (simulcast live streaming) and Radio channel on a single screen and or 

through apps, and it has become mandatory and inevitable for every business house to 

adapt these fast changing technologies to cater to the fast changing tastes/ needs of its 

consumers/ reader/ viewers/ listeners etc. for which expansion of business activities is the 

only solution, failing which the economy will be adversely impacted. Thus, the very concept 

of specific Media markets/geographies has become irrelevant; with multiple technological 

methods developing to disseminate information and consumption by consumers, there 

remains no virtual demarcation of a single medium or indeed a geographical market. Hence 

not only is it not possible for a single entity to dominate any given “market” based on 

concentration, but market share in each geography within a Media segment is a redundant 

concept. Hence, there is no reasonable basis therefore to bring in any kind of cross-Media 

restrictions. 

• International scenario: International markets which have defined the level of concentration 

in Media ownership and cross-media holdings have done so based on the peculiar 

requirements of their respective jurisdictions –which are no longer relevant and are hence 

being rolled back as detailed in Overall Note above. Cross-media regulations had come into 

play around 60 years ago in a few small countries like the UK which had only a handful of 

Newspapers or TV channels or Radio stations and were triggered when entities wanted to 

enter terrestrial TV. However, these are now being rolled back, not only because of greater 

competition, but as they have become irrelevant today in the face of convergence and new 

technology even as traditional Media has declined. As already outlined in detail, the 

situation in India has been vastly different as it is, regarding content, the most competitive 

Media market in the world, and in any case does not even allow private sector into 

terrestrial TV. But the most basic point, is that with the Internet and the huge monopolies 

by BigTech, the traditional concept of geographical markets no longer apply; in fact, the US’ 

FCC also agreed that the historical justifications for the ownership rules no longer apply in 
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today's Media market, and that permitting efficient combinations among Radio stations, 

Television stations and Newspapers would benefit consumers. 

Hence, there is no need for monitoring cross-media ownership and control for horizontally 

integrated Media entities in India. In fact, horizontal cross-media ownership is necessary for the 

viability of the Indian Media industry. 

Q2. Media has the capacity to influence opinion of masses, more so the news Media. Should 

there be a common mechanism to monitor ownership of Print, Television, Radio, or other 

Internet-based news Media? 

a. If yes, elaborate on the Authority, structure and mechanism of such monitoring 

mechanism/ regime? 

b. If no, should there be a self-regulatory mechanism by the industry? What should be the 

mechanism for defining and implementing such industry based self-regulatory regime? In 

case some players do not follow the self-regulation, what should be the procedure for 

enforcing such regulations? 

Response: No, there is no requirement for a common mechanism to monitor ownership of Print, 

Television, Radio, or other Internet-based news Media.  As answered in detail in response to Q#1 

above and in Overall Note, The Indian news media is the most pluralistic, competitive and diverse 

news market in the world and it is only the government-run/funded Prasar Bharati which has a 

monopoly over terrestrial TV, AM Radio as well as original programming on news and current affairs 

on FM Radio, which in itself reduces plurality.  TRAI has not flagged any example of dominance, let 

alone abuse of dominance, anywhere in the CP. 

• Here, it must be pointed out that there is a basic fallacy in TRAI’s position. It seems to be leading 

with the premise that news Media is responsible in influencing the opinion of the masses and 

that ownership of multiple Media platforms by the same entity challenges plurality. This 

premise is completely wrong because we reiterate that plurality in Media ownership is not a 

requirement to ensure plurality in views. This is obvious from the fact that different Media 

products owned by the same Media entity are structured under different companies, run by 

entirely separate management and editorial teams, are designed to focus on their own 

differentiated target audiences and are hence usually entirely different in viewpoints from each 

other. Hence, the same Media entity with different Newspapers or TV channels, for instance, 

would perforce have different content strategies for each of them to ensure each caters to a 

different target audience --otherwise there would be no interest/buyers/viewers/readers for 

the same viewpoints across these different products and these products would invariably 

flop. In fact, even in the same company within the conglomerate, one news channel would 

often be taking a totally different editorial stance from its own sister TV channel because their 
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target audiences and content strategy are totally different. Here it must be noted that a Media 

conglomerate present in many different Media segments drives plurality because it can offer a 

differentiated product matrix to cater to different kinds of audiences and advertiser something 

which standalone entities are less able to do as they cannot cross-subsidize and so end up 

offering the same undifferentiated content “that sells”. 

• In any case, News Media, in any form whatsoever, is a highly overregulated and over-monitored 

sector, and any further regulation or monitoring mechanisms will only muzzle the news Media 

and stifle its already declining growth trajectory. Herewith just a glimpse of the layers and 

layers of regulation that the Indian news Media industry is subject to: 

• There are a plethora of regulations governing business aspects relating to competition, abuse 

of dominant position, M&As, etc with Competition Act, 2002 which vests the CCI with the power 

to inter alia ex-post regulate anti-competitive agreements in respect of production, supply, 

distribution, storage, acquisition or control of goods or provision of services, which causes or 

is likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition within India. The Competition 

Act also prohibits an entity/ group from abusing its dominant position, which may include 

practices resulting in denial of market access, in any manner. Subject to the prescribed 

thresholds under the Competition Act, combinations, which may include acquisition of one or 

more enterprises, mergers or amalgamations, which cause or are likely to cause an appreciable 

adverse effect on competition within the relevant market in India, are also regulated by CCI. 

Sufficiency of Indian Competition Law: Objects of the Competition Act, 2002 state that it is 

made “…to protect the interests of consumers and to ensure freedom of trade carried on by other 

participants in markets, in India…” The Act regulates competition scenario in India extensively 

and its implementation has been appreciated by all institutions in India. In view of the 

extensive provisions of the Competition Act, any further regulation, in the garb of promoting 

‘plurality and diversity of views,’ would be excessive and may be suggestive of some other 

extraneous considerations. 

Hence, any kind of additional form of regulation by TRAI on grounds of plurality is totally 

undesirable in light of the wider regulatory, economic, social and technological context in 

which Indian Media sector operates. By enacting the Competition Act, the Parliament is already 

seized of the concern and has completely taken care of adverse effects on competition and the 

factors affecting plurality, based on empirical studies of various economies worldwide. 

  

CCI has been designated as the subject matter regulator to regulate, investigate and act upon 

any anti-competitive activity across sectors. It has already examined and evaluated multiple 

matters relating to ownership and competition in the Media sector. The current regulatory 

regime is adequate to address all anti-competitive issues. The CCI is empowered to ex-ante 

regulate all acquisitions, mergers and amalgamations across all sectors, which exceed the 
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thresholds provided under the Competition Act. The CCI has the machinery to undertake the 

required inquiries and analysis. There are also adequate mechanisms in place to ensure that 

the comments of the concerned statutory authority are considered. The Competition Act along 

with the rules and regulations framed thereunder form a comprehensive code to regulate, 

investigate and act upon anti-competitive activity which could threaten Media plurality. 

• The Companies Act, 2013 (Companies Act) also provides for provisions governing 

compromise, arrangement, and amalgamations. It is to be noted that any scheme of 

merger, compromise or amalgamation is required to be approved by the National Company 

Law Tribunal, having jurisdiction. The Companies Act provides for the notice of proposed 

merger/ compromise/ arrangement to be sent to the concerned sectoral regulators. As 

such, Companies Act ensures that all stakeholders and sectoral regulators can raise 

concerns on the proposed merger/ compromise/ arrangement. 

• The Securities and Exchange Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and 

Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (Takeover Code), defines ‘control’ and the Code provides for 

open offer requirements when the non-public shareholding in a listed company exceeds 

prescribed thresholds. Further, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Issue of Capital 

and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2009 provide for various disclosures to be made 

by listed entities, irrespective of the sector in which such entity operates. 

• There are also designated authorities in place, which consider the ownership, control, FDI, 

annual compliances and related issues which pertain to all categories of the company such 

as Industry ministry’s DPIIT, MCA, SEBI and RBI apart from the Ministry of Information and 

Broadcasting, when there is foreign investment, loan arrangement with foreign entities or 

change of shareholding structure of any Media company. 

This apart, to regulate news content alone, there is also over-regulation, with four-five layers of 

rules relating to content in each individual Media segment as below: 

• First, apart from Indian Penal Code, 1860, there are 30-40 central laws which regulate some 

aspect or the other of news content like, Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) 

Act, 1986, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, 

Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012, Copyright Act, 1957 among others, 

which Media entities adhere to. 

• Second, there are also a huge number of individual entities which lay down dos and don’ts 

for journalistic coverage right from state police forces to the Election Commission of India 

and various Commissions including for children; 

• Third, there are sector-specific news Media rules pertaining to the different Media sectors 

viz Norms of Journalistic Conduct in Press Council Act 1978, Program Code and Advertising 
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Code in Cable Television Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995, Information Technology 

(Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules, 2021 of IT Act (sub-judice), 

etc.; 

• Fourth, there are robust self-regulatory entities at industry association or council level 

which examine and penalize offending news entities. This is both at the industry association 

level like Press Council for Print, IBDF’s BCCC and NBDA’s NBDSA for TV as well as at external 

entity level like the Advertising Standards Council of India; 

• Fifth, despite all the above, central government controls content via Inter-Ministerial 

Committee in Ministry of Information and Broadcasting –which rules viz complaints for TV, 

FM Radio and a similar structure has been set up as the third tier for Digital Media under the 

new IT Rules, 2021. 

It is clear that there is no vacuum in the legal regulation of Indian news Media and that robust laws 

exist to ensure plurality of views following low concentration of ownership, and that the system 

also has a robust appellate mechanism as well.   

We strongly believe that news Media in India, across platforms and technologies, must be governed 

by the principles of self-regulation. There already exists robust self-regulation mechanisms across 

the Media sector relating to content and the need of the hour is to strengthen and give more power 

to the self-regulatory bodies rather than to formulate additional layers of regulations on the Media 

sector. Keeping in mind the evolving self-regulatory approach in the Digital Media space and the 

already existing robust self-regulation system in Print and TV sectors, we are of the view that there 

is absolutely no need for any measures to monitor or regulate ownership across news media or 

indeed any content sectors. 

Hence, there is no requirement to bring in any form of mechanism (common or otherwise) or 

regulation to monitor ownership of Print, TV, Radio and other Internet-based news Media. As stated 

before, India has a vastly plural news space and any horizontally integrated entities actively 

differentiate content within the same companies let alone the same mediums. In any case, there 

already exist expert mechanisms like CCI to examine issues that may crop up from time to time. 

Q3. There are regulatory agencies like CCI and SEBI among others that monitor and regulate 

mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers. Is there a need for any additional regulatory/ 

monitoring mechanism? Do you think there’s a need to monitor takeovers, acquisitions of 

Media companies, especially the news Media companies? 

3.1 If yes, which agency/ ministry should be entrusted with the task of such data collection, 

regulation & monitoring? 
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a. Whether such monitoring/ control be ex-ante as is the case with combinations in the 

Competition Act 2002? 

b. What should be the procedure of reporting and monitoring? 

What should be the periodicity of such reporting? 

c. What should be the powers of the concerned authority for enforcing regulatory provisions, 

inter-alia including imposition of financial disincentives, cancellation of license/ registration 

etc.? 

3.2 If no, please provide an elaborate justification as to why there is no need for such a 

mechanism? Provide market data to substantiate your opinion. 

Response: No, there is no need for any additional regulatory/ monitoring mechanism to monitor 

and regulate mergers, acquisitions, and takeovers. There is also no need to monitor takeovers and 

acquisitions of Media companies, especially the news Media companies. 

 

Regulatory supervision over control and ownership of Media entities, i.e., via the CCI, SEBI, the 

National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), DPIIT, etc. already exists and is sufficient for all contours 

of the aforesaid topic:  

Anti-Competitive Agreements, Abuse of Dominance, Mergers and Acquisitions of Media 

Companies: The CCI has an all-encompassing jurisdiction over entities (private, public as well as 

listed) across different sectors, including the Media and broadcasting sector, where the issue 

concerns an aspect of competition that seems to violate the Competition Act, 2002. CCI has been 

designated as the subject matter regulator to regulate, investigate and act upon any anti-

competitive activity across sectors. It has already examined and evaluated multiple matters 

relating to ownership and competition in the Media sector. The current regulatory regime is 

adequate to address all anti-competitive issues. The CCI is empowered to ex-ante regulate all 

acquisitions, mergers and amalgamations across all sectors, which exceed the thresholds provided 

under the Competition Act. The CCI has the machinery to undertake the required inquiries and 

analysis. There are also adequate mechanisms in place to ensure that the comments of the 

concerned statutory authority are considered. The Competition Act along with the rules and 

regulations framed thereunder form a comprehensive code to regulate, investigate and act upon 

anti-competitive activity which could threaten Media plurality. 

Thus, the CCI is well equipped to handle any competition concerns that arise from M&As, takeovers 

and acquisitions and there is no need for separate, additional regulation. 
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• Regulation of Foreign Investment: Prior approval of the Central government, through the 

Foreign Investment Facilitation Portal of the DPIIT, is required in case of FDI in the news Media 

sector. 

• Regulations of Arrangements and Amalgamations: The NCLT and NCLAT are empowered to 

sanction and approve compromise (amicable agreement where mutual concessions are 

made), arrangements (process by which the share capital of the business is reorganised either 

by the consolidation or division of shares), and amalgamations (where two businesses are 

willing to combine or carry out their business together) under the Companies Act, 2013. 

• Maintenance of Transparency: Vide I&B ministry’s notification dated 16.11.2020, all news 

websites/portals, news aggregators and news agencies operating through Digital Media, with 

foreign investments under the prescribed threshold, must submit, inter alia, details such as the 

shareholding pattern, names and addresses of the shareholders, promoters and significant 

beneficial owners to the ministry. 

• Corporate Restructuring of Listed Entities: In case of listed entities (including Media 

companies that are listed), SEBI already oversees the corporate restructuring. SEBI 

(Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 (Takeover Regulations) set 

out the procedure to be followed in case of acquisition of 25% or more of voting rights or 

control over the target company. The Takeover Regulations provide for the public disclosures, 

open offer, minimum price etc. These regulations have very specific reporting / compliance 

requirements, and focus on the intricate details particular to acquisitions, leading to detailed 

scrutiny. 

• We do not see the need to bring in additional restrictions on M&A deals in the Indian Media 

sector. M&A deals are integral to any business restructuring exercise, whether in Media or other 

sectors. Specific guidelines and rules govern M&As and any fear of hindrance to competition or 

abuse of any dominant position by an entity would be adequately addressed under 

Competition laws. The CCI is empowered to regulate corporate combinations that are anti-

competitive and result in abuse of dominant position and is also granted powers to investigate 

and disallow any mergers or proposed mergers that may cause an adverse impact on 

competition. Despite the Small Target Exemption as allowed currently, the Indian Competition 

law framework is well equipped to deal with issues affecting competition across sectors, 

including the M&E sector. 

Other regulators such as SEBI, DPIIT and NCLT/NCLAT have sufficient powers under respective 

statutes to oversee and regulate M&A deals across sectors. It is our view that there exist enough 

regulatory mechanisms to monitor acquisitions/ takeovers etc. in the Indian Media sector and 

hence there is no need to impose additional restrictions or monitoring for M&As in Media to achieve 

this objective. 
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• The right to exit the business is as valuable a right as the right to enter business, and the same 

should be as smooth as entering the business. This is part of ease of doing business. No entity 

can be permanently assumed to be carrying on the business for indefinite period of time. There 

are many business cycles an entrepreneur has to go through. At some point of time, it may not 

be feasible for the business entity to make further investments or stay afloat. Hence, not to 

allow any business restructuring in terms of sale, merger, transfer of interest is harmful to the 

industry. There are enough conditions in the licenses or permissions which ensures entry of 

serious players. However, once the business is set up and made operational, a business entity 

should be allowed to get the right value of its investments if such entity decides to exit business 

due to any reasons. There can be measures to check that the new entity fully meets the 

eligibility criteria to hold the licenses. However, M&A should not be restricted if it meets the 

general laws of the land.  If M&A are restricted, then it directly affects the valuation of business 

entities operating in that space. There may be some entities which may not be able to continue 

with the operations due to financial or other reasons. If there is no exit option, such business 

entities may be forced to shut down operations resulting in waste of resources. This situation 

is unwarranted and also directly impacts the new investment in the sector and results in 

unemployment also. No investor would like to put money where the exit is difficult and 

uncertain. 

• It is again submitted that TRAI is proceeding on the premise that M&A deals in the Media sector, 

especially news Media, have a big impact on viewpoint plurality.  As mentioned earlier, 

common horizontal integration is actually the best way to ensure different content strategies 

and different viewpoints across various platforms under the same roof. Further, it is not 

necessary that Media plurality can be achieved only by fragmented ownership and control. 

Dissemination of factual information is more important than plurality. Too much emphasis on 

Media plurality is unwarranted. It is well imaginable that if hundreds of opinions are taken on a 

particular issue, then effectively no decision making can happen. The country cannot progress 

if there are too many divergent views on any aspect. In that scenario, there can be no change 

whatsoever which can be expected. Further, as explained earlier, it is totally wrong to assume 

that an entity with a horizontal cross-media ownership will disseminate similar views on issues. 

TRAI has in para 2.10 to 2.13 rightly noted that the digital media industry is unable to tap 

benefits due to commanding tech giants like Google, FB, Twitter, etc. The said issue is already 

under investigation by CCI. The dominance and control exercised by BigTech like Facebook and 

Google is itself an indicator of the potential abuse and which gets further corroborated and re-

enforced because of their non-transparent behaviour when it comes to revenue sharing of 

Advertising Revenue. There are already complaints to CCI which pending on the said issue 

wherein DG has been asked to investigate the unfair and monopolistic trade practices.  
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Q4. Please suggest the most suitable criteria to define and measure Ownership/Control along 

with suitable reasoning. Define Control and prescribe the statutory/ regulatory/ legal powers 

to enforce such criteria of Control. 

Response: There should not be any pre-prescribed restriction over media control and ownership. 

It would be best that this issue be decided by the Competition Commission if there arises any 

situation of cartelization or monopoly or adverse effect on competition. Accordingly, as stated 

above we are of strong view that the existing laws and regulations are sufficient to control and 

regulate Media including Cross Media Ownership. 

Q5. Should the licensor, based on recommendations of the concerned monitoring agency/ 

regulator, restrain any entity from entering the Media sector in public interest? Please 

elaborate your answer. 

Response: Democracy requires a well-informed, inclusive and pluralistic public interest. However, 

any Media entity operating against ethos of Indian constitution affecting sovereignty of India or 

public interest or raising funding through any unfriendly countries or surrogate manner must be 

censured. Media is often termed as the fourth estate or the fourth pillar of democracy and its need 

to remain neutral is paramount. Hence, in this backdrop, we submit that the following must be 

restricted from entering the Media sector and if they are currently present, then a suitable exit 

route in a specific time frame must be recommended: 

i. Political parties/groups, Political bodies 

ii. Religious bodies 

iii. Urban and local bodies, Panchayati Raj bodies and other publicly funded bodies 

iv. Central government ministries and departments, Central government-owned companies, 

undertakings, Joint Ventures of the Central government funded entities 

v. State Government Departments, State Government owned companies, undertakings, Joint 

Ventures of the State government funded entities 

The entities referred to above should mean to cover not only companies but also sole 

proprietorships, association of persons, body of individuals, partnership firms, limited liability 

partnerships, corporate bodies, trusts (including discretionary trusts) and undertakings and inter-

connected undertakings. 

While extending the general disqualifications to other entities including surrogate entities, the I&B 

Ministry should exercise its powers of prohibition only on the basis of substantial information, due, 

fair and transparent process with prior intimation and opportunity and on the basis of evidence --

and not merely on the basis of ‘opinion’. 
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Government must ensure that there is reasonable rational nexus between the regulation and the 

objective to be achieved by restraining foreign Media entities.   

In our opinion, restraining an entity from entering media sector may not be feasible since the same 

may not withstand the judicial scrutiny into the vires of such action. The Constitution of India under 

Article 19(1)(g) provides freedom of trade and profession. Even from the perspective of reasonable 

restrictions provided under Article 19(2), restraining an entity from entering media sector may not 

be fit, especially in absence of any action which may be demonstrated to be against public interest.  

Such restrictions will curb freedom of the press and freedom of speech in the country at its own 

caprice and will through conferment of wide, excessive, untrammeled and uncanalized power on 

the executive. 

While Media has tremendous potential to inform citizens about events and issues that occur in their 

world, it also has unparalleled potential for abuse by political partisans to propagate and further 

their own agenda. The goal of any rule or regulation brought upon the Media must necessarily 

achieve the objective of preventing abuse and dominance of the Media by such forces and to 

ensure unbiased coverage of public issues. 

Q6. Which of the following methods should be used for measuring market concentration? 

i. Concentration Ratios 

ii. Lerner’s Index 

iii. Hirschman-Herfindahl Index (HHI) 

iv. Any other 

Please comment on the suitability of HHI for measuring concentration in a Media segment in 

a relevant market. In case you support “Any other” method, please substantiate your view 

with a well-developed methodology for measuring concentration in a Media segment in a 

relevant market 

Response: In our opinion, there is absolutely no need to examine, define and measure 

ownership/control as well as “market” concentration. 

As outlined earlier, convergence has made the concept of “market”, “geographic market” and 

hence “concentration” totally redundant: Convergence has made it possible for us to watch 

content online, on mobile devices, across geographical boundaries and virtually removing any kind 

of demarcation whatsoever to any given Media platform. Online/Digital Media has made it possible 

to read text, watch videos, listen to audio and also interact on one single platform, completely 

dispensing with traditional forms of viewing. The consumer today is making decisions about 

his/her unique mix, being much more active than conventional Media would allow. In fact, 

Newspapers, TV and Radio are available on a mobile device and online and are read in every corner 

of the globe. 
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Hence, the term “cross-Media” has become irrelevant and so has the concept of “cross-Media 

restrictions”.  With the defined borders of platforms diminishing, how can one define a “relevant 

market” in light of such trends in Indian Media? With multiple technological methods developing 

to disseminate information and consumption by consumers, there remains no virtual demarcation 

of a single medium. It is also not possible for a single entity to dominate any given market based 

on market share in a given geography within a Media segment because with tech, geographical 

boundaries do not exist. There is no reasonable basis or the need therefore to adopt any kind of 

measurement techniques that help derive “relevant markets” and “concentrations” for the same. 

In any case, as repeatedly outlined earlier, Indian media content is available through lakhs of 

publications and hundreds of TV and radio channels, well apart from the thousands of digital 

entities. There is hence no question of “concentration” in content media, even if a “market” could 

be found anywhere. 

Q7. What all genres shall be considered for the purpose of overseeing of Media ownership to 

ensure viewpoint plurality? Please elaborate your response with justifications. 

Response: Based on data shared earlier on there is adequate viewpoint plurality and that there is 

no need to oversee media ownership to ensure the same. Hence, flagging any specific genres for 

the purpose of overseeing of Media ownership to ensure viewpoint plurality does not arise. 

Media ownership has nothing to do with viewpoint plurality. All Media companies present in 

different forms of Media have entirely separate companies and teams to run them and hence, these 

all have separate viewpoints on the hundreds of issues that crop up in a day’s news cycle. 

Moreover, these companies go out of their way to ensure these different Media outlets do not read 

or sound the same to ensure differentiated content for the consumer and hence, Media companies 

owning many forms of Media are perforce, able to ensure view point plurality as a natural 

consequence. 

It is again submitted that there is a basic fallacy in TRAI’s position. It seems to be leading with the 

premise that ownership of multiple Media platforms by the same entity challenges plurality. This 

premise is completely wrong because we reiterate that plurality in Media ownership is not a 

requirement to ensure plurality in views. As outlined above, different Media products owned by the 

same Media entity are structured under different companies, run by entirely separate management 

and editorial teams, are designed to focus on their own differentiated target audiences and are 

hence usually entirely different in viewpoints from each other. Hence, the same Media entity with 

different Newspapers or TV channels, for instance, would perforce have different content 

strategies for each of them to ensure each caters to a different target audience --otherwise there 

would be no interest/buyers/viewers/readers for the same viewpoints across these different 

products and these products would invariably flop. In fact, even in the same company within the 

conglomerate, one news channel would be taking a totally different editorial stance from its own 
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sister TV channel because their journalistic teams, target audiences and content strategy are 

totally different. 

Here it must be appreciated that a Media conglomerate present in many different Media segments 

drives plurality because it can offer a differentiated product matrix to cater to different kinds of 

audiences and advertisers—something which standalone entities are less able to do as they cannot 

cross-subsidise and so end up offering the same undifferentiated content “that sells”. 

We conclude by reiterating that Media ownership rules/controls in cross-Media holdings are 

unnecessary in India in the absence of demonstrable risk that any Media owner’s control of a 

particular segment presents concerns of spillover effects into other segments of the Media. 

Q8. Which Media segment amongst the following would be relevant for encouraging 

viewpoint plurality? 

1. Print Media viz. Newspaper & magazine 

2. Television 

3. Radio 

4. Online Media/Digital Media/OTT 

5. All or some of the above 

Please substantiate your answer with appropriate reasons. 

Response: All of the aforesaid Media segments are relevant for encouraging viewpoint plurality, as 

they collectively play a vital role in this. However, since the question is being asked in respect to 

cross-media ownership, to reiterate, there is absolutely no need to examine, define and measure 

ownership/control as well as “market” concentration with regard to any/some/all of these areas; 

hence flagging any specific genres for the purpose of overseeing of Media ownership to ensure 

viewpoint plurality does not arise. 

We again stress that we strongly oppose the TRAI’s view that Media ownership (cross holdings) 

impact viewpoint plurality and the reasons have been outlined repeatedly in previous answers. 

Moreover, with the kind of fragmentation seen in the Indian Media industry and so many players 

competing with one another, (over 1,40,000 publications, over 900 TV channels, over 350 private 

Radio stations and fast growing OTT and Digital players), there is no threat whatsoever of dilution 

of plurality or dearth in diversity of opinions in any of the genres outlined above. 

Moreover, it is essential that content Media companies are allowed to own all genres/forms of 

content media: 
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Media companies the world over are facing decreased revenues, as a result of several factors 

especially the threat from BigTech large global companies that have become the “go-to” 

destination for news and entertainment. 

There is a paradigm shift towards relaxing cross-media ownership rules in the few jurisdictions that 

still had them. Such relaxations were much favored after economic recessions, where one Media 

sector was growing and the other was facing the crunch. Experts believe that had cross-holdings 

been allowed/ implemented, then one business could have saved the other part of the Media 

by cross investing/ takeovers and creating synergies. 

Globally, Print Media is on the verge of a shutdown and are facing stiff competition from 

unregulated BigTech. The American and other Western newspaper markets have suffered 

significant reversals in readership and revenue and hence journalism is suffering from cost-cutting 

measures, reduced consumption, declining resources and its accompanying challenges. The Print 

sector is forced to move into the Digital Media because the consumer is spending more time on 

these platforms and therefore advertising revenues are moving to these platforms as well. With 

Newspapers already on the decline globally, and facing stiff challenges from online Media, further 

restrictions on cross-media holdings across-media sectors will make it impossible for Print Media 

to survive. 

To understand the nature of cross-media holding, it is imperative to take a step back and examine 

the holding's economic motivations. In the information and communication sector, two broad 

themes emerge –and none of them impact viewpoint plurality negatively, infact these trigger more 

plurality. 

• The first sees holding in the Media and entertainment sector as reactions to exogenous 

technological, policy or regulatory changes to the industry's structure. These forces create 

opportunities for previously distinct operations to combine.                   

• A second and more “active” interpretation develops the strategic view of cross holding in 

Media as a continuous drive by companies to consolidate their operations and improve 

their efficiency through economies of scale and scope and synergies. Please note that ths 

has nothing to do with viewpoint plurality as the different media require different editorial 

teams in any case even the attempt is to structure totally different media products so that 

they are clearly differentiated for different audiences. 

Any or all of these factors may combine in a particular case, providing an important backdrop 

against which to assess the cross holding and any competition issues. 

Competition and pluralism theories distinguished: Competition and pluralism are not the same 

concepts and should not be confused. They represent two separate issues, yet their assessment 

will typically be intertwined. Existence of competition denotes existence of plurality. There is 
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massive competition in the Indian Media space and in the event there is a threat to competition or 

unfair trade practices are being followed, then the CCI comes into play and serves as a redressal 

forum/mechanism to address issues governing competition or the lack of it. Effective competition 

today in Media already fosters –and is the only way to foster-- not only economic growth but also 

plurality. 

Another aspect to be given thought is to the fact that the presence of “excess” or widespread 

participation of players in the Media sector, specifically in the news segment, may actually give rise 

to malpractices by a few players thereby reducing the economic value of the segment. The ideal 

scenario is to have Media entities –whether horizontally integrated or not—which produce credible 

content which caters to the diverse interests of India. These few groups may in turn have many 

products/offerings. There is an urgent need to differentiate between number of offerings and the 

number of such Media groups. The emphasis is to ensure transparency and fair play. Media groups 

should be allowed to have as wide a spectrum as possible in terms of their offerings across-media 

sectors, provided, however, there exists no scope for malpractices by virtue of any potential 

vertical control. 

Hence, we do not see any need to impose restrictions on cross-media ownership holdings, or for 

that purpose, to identify sectors or genres to devise ways and means to ensure plurality. We 

therefore must have forbearance as far as imposition of any kind of restrictions on cross-media 

holdings is concerned. If firms are allowed horizontal integration and growth, they will be able to 

remain viable and provide better quality content to the consumer. The overall experience of the 

consumer will improve significantly given the ability of the Media groups to deliver content across 

multiple platforms. 

To cite an example by drawing a parallel to another service: Should there be restrictions placed for 

providing Internet banking for banks with a physical presence? Surely not. As technology 

progresses and customers accept and shift to new mediums, so too the businesses to evolve. In the 

same example, it cannot be said that the banks will have to shut down their physical branches if 

they provide online banking. 

As is evident, there is too much competition in the Media sector and the content media needs to 

see some healthy consolidation across genres. 

Q9. Should the word ‘Media’ include Television, Print Media, Digital/online Media, and other 

Media entities? Alternatively, whether ‘Television’ as a Media segment should include only 

DPOs (including LCOs) or only Broadcasters or both for ensuring viewpoint plurality in the 

Television segment? Please justify your answer. 

Response: Yes, the word “Media” should include Television, Print Media, Digital Media/online 

Media entities, as already defined by the existing rules. The word ‘Media’ per se will convey any 
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means of communications used to store or deliver information or data. However, depending on 

the type of medium, the different mediums are termed as ‘Print Media’, ‘Television Media’, 

‘Digital/online Media’. Hence, it can be said that all types of Media are a means to deliver 

information or data to the people. 

Q10. What should be the basis of classification of relevant geographic markets for evaluating 

concentration in Media ownership? Should it be aligned with state or a region/ Metro/ Non-

metro cities or the whole country? Please support your answer with reasons. 

Q11. Should the relevant geographic market be defined on linguistic criteria? If yes, please 

list the languages which may be included in this exercise, along with justifications. 

Q12. Should the relevant geographic market be defined uniformly for the whole country? Is 

there a need to adopt separate criteria for certain states and/or Union Territories in light of 

their peculiar circumstances such as difficult terrain, hilly region, huge distance from 

mainland, low Media penetration etc.? 

In case you support the need of a separate criteria for certain states and/or union territories, 

please specify such states and/or union territories and the criteria suitable for them along 

with appropriate justifications. 

Response (Question no. 10 to 12): In our opinion, there is absolutely no need to examine, define, 

measure or evaluate ownership/control as well as market concentration and hence there is neither 
any need nor any basis for classification of “geographic” markets. As we have already stated in 

Overall Note and in response to previous questions, Digital technology has totally erased any 

concept of “geographic” markets. 

Convergence has made the concept of “market”, “geographic market” and hence “concentration” 

totally redundant: Convergence has made it possible for us to watch content online, on mobile 

devices, across geographical boundaries and virtually removing any kind of demarcation 

whatsoever to any given Media platform. Online/Digital Media has made it possible to read text, 

watch videos, listen to audio and also interact on one single platform, completely dispensing with 

traditional forms of viewing. The consumer today is making decisions about his/her unique mix, 

being much more active than conventional Media would allow. Infact, Newspapers, TV and Radio 

are available on a mobile device and online and are read in every corner of the globe. 

Hence, the term “cross-Media” has become irrelevant and so has the concept of “cross-Media 

restrictions”. With the defined borders of platforms diminishing, how can one define a “relevant 

market” in light of such trends in Indian Media? With multiple technological methods developing 

to disseminate information and consumption by consumers, there remains no virtual demarcation 

of a single medium. Itis also not possible for a single entity to dominate any given market based on 

market share in a given geography within a Media segment because with tech, geographical 
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boundaries do not exist. There is no reasonable basis or the need therefore to adopt any kind of 

measurement techniques that help derive “relevant geographic markets” and “concentrations” for 

the same. 

Q13. Which of the following metrics should be used to measure the level of consumption of 

one type of Media (Media outlet) in a relevant market? 

13.1 Volume of consumption 

13.2 Reach 

13.3 Revenue 

13.4 Any other 

Please elaborate your response with justifications. 

In case you find “Any other” metric to be suitable for the said purpose, you are requested to 

support your view with a detailed methodology. 

Response: In our opinion, there is absolutely no need to examine, define, measure or evaluate 

ownership/control as well as market concentration and hence there is neither any need nor any 

basis for classification of “geographic” markets. As we have already stated in Overall Note and in 

response to previous questions, Digital technology has totally erased any concept of “geographic” 

markets. 

Q14. Whether circulation details of Newspapers should be used as a proxy for readership to 

measure the reach of Media outlet in Print segment in a relevant market? In case you 

disagree, kindly provide a detailed methodology to measure the level of consumption of Print 

Media segment. 

Response: While the circulation of newspaper/readership, which is akin to TRP of a news channel, 

may prove useful but readership multiplier could be varying for different newspapers. In today’s 

day and age, public is not restricted to one source for news. It must be borne in mind that digital 

and electronic media are way faster in terms of news dissemination as compared to print media, 

and in all probability deliver their content much before a newspaper makes it way to a reader. Since 

the core issue pertains to the way media influences public opinion, newspaper and its 

dissemination may not be the sole metric to measure its influence, more so because other media 

platforms play a no less than a major role in shaping public opinion. Hence, we should not use any 

proxies.   
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Q15. According to you, what measures should be adopted to discount the impact of the 

bouquet system of channel distribution on the viewership of Television channels? Please 

support your suggestion with reasoning. 

Response: Not applicable to us.  

Q16. Would it be appropriate to put restrictions on cross-media ownership in one or more 

type of Media segment based on mere presence of an entity in any segment in a relevant 

market? 

Q17. In case you support the restriction based on mere presence in the relevant market, what 

all segments should be included for imposition of restrictions? 

Further, in how many segments, presence of an entity should be allowed i.e. should it be “2 

out of x” or “1 out of x ”, x being the total number of segments? 

Q18. Would it be suitable to restrict any entity having Ownership/ Control in a Media segment 

of a relevant market with a market share of more than a threshold level in that Media segment 

from acquiring or retaining Ownership/ Control in the other Media segments of the relevant 

market? Please elaborate your response with justifications. In case you support such 

restriction, please suggest the threshold level of market share for the purpose of imposing 

cross-Media ownership restrictions. 

Response to question 16 to 18: No, in our opinion, it would be totally inappropriate to put 

restrictions on cross-media ownership in one of more type of Media segment based on mere 

presence of an entity in any segment in a so called “relevant market”. In fact, such a restriction 

would be unfair, arbitrary and against the spirit of a free, fair and open market, in addition to being 

violative of Article 19(1)(g) of the Indian Constitution. 

We would like to suggest that there should not be any restriction based on mere presence and 

media houses should be permitted to have their presence on electronic and digital mediums 

without any forms of restrictions. Secondly, we do not support restrictions based on threshold 

market share in media segment as the same would discourage and disincentivize growth achieved 

through hard work. In fact, in such cases, the litmus test should be the extent to which viewpoint 

plurality is getting impacted and hindered and the same (if at all) has to be done on a case-to-case 

basis.  

While it has been described in the foregoing responses, that restriction on ownership has an 

adverse impact on market competition and media plurality; restricting an entity in a specific media 

segment solely on the ground of its presence in another segment may be arbitrary and may not 

provide sufficient ground to impose restrictions. Mere presence in one segment does not justify the 
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restriction since it seems to operate on assumption of adverse impact in the event the entity makes 

entry to another segment. 

Q19. Whether in your opinion, the restrictions on cross-Media ownership should be imposed 

only in those relevant markets where at least two Media segments are highly concentrated 

using HHI as a tool to measure   concentration?   Please   elaborate   your   response   with 

justifications. 

Response: We vehemently state that we do not support any restrictions on cross-media horizontal 

ownership and the reasons have been outlined in detail in the Overall Note as well as preceding 

answers. 

Q20. In case your response to the above question is in the affirmative, please comment on the 

suitability of the following rules for cross-Media ownership: 

(i).No restriction on cross-Media ownership is applied on any entity having Ownership/ 

Control in the Media segments of such a relevant market in case its contribution to the HHI of 

not more than one concentrated Media segment is above 1000. 

(ii). In case an entity having Ownership/ Control in the Media segments of such a relevant 

market contributes 1000 or more in  the  HHI  of  two  or  more  concentrated  Media  segments 

separately, the entity shall have to dilute its equity in its Media outlet(s) in such a manner 

that its contribution in the HHI of not more than one concentrated Media segment of that 

relevant market remains above 1000 within three years. 

Response:  We vehemently state that we do not support any restrictions on horizontal cross-media 

ownership. 

Q21. Please provide your inputs on the suitability of imposing restrictions on cross-Media 

ownership only in highly concentrated relevant markets using Diversity Index Score as a tool 

to measure concentration. In case you find the abovementioned criteria of restricting cross-

media ownership appropriate, please comment on the suitability of the following rules for 

cross-media ownership in such relevant markets: 

(i) No restriction on cross-media ownership is applied on the entities contributing less than 

1000 in the Diversity Index Score in such a relevant market. 

(ii) In case any entity contributes 1000 or more in the Diversity Index Score of such a relevant 

market, the entity shall have to dilute its equity in the Media outlets in such a manner that 

the contribution of the entity in the Diversity Index Score of the relevant market reduces 

below 1000 within three years. 
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Response:  We vehemently state that we do not support any restrictions on horizontal cross-media 

ownership. 

Q22. In case you consider any other criteria for devising cross-media ownership rules to be 

more appropriate, please suggest the same with sufficient justifications. 

We vehemently state that we do not support any restrictions on horizontal cross-media 

ownership. Please refer to our submissions made to Q6 as well as other relevant questions. 

Q23. Considering the fact that sectoral regulators have played important role in bringing 

necessary regulations to facilitate growth and competition and to promote efficiency in 

operations of Telecom Services (Telecommunications and Broadcasting), in your opinion, 

should Merger & Acquisitions in Media sector be subjected to sector specific regulations? 

Please justify your response. 

Q23a. If yes, which among the following should be taken as the criteria for the same- (i) 

minimum number of independent entities in the relevant market 

(ii) maximum Diversity Index Score 

(iii) any other measure 

Q23b. If no, what mechanism would you suggest for regulator to use for ensuring smooth and 

equitable growth of the sector? 

Response: No, Merger & Acquisitions in Media sector should not be subjected to sector specific 

regulations because SEBI, CCI and ROC are already regulating the same and applicability of 

additional regulations might result in creating overlap with all the existing regulations. Further, 

Chapter XV of the Companies Act, 2013, titled “Compromises, Arrangements and Amalgamations” 

lays down the procedure for the merger or amalgamation of two or more entities, and in doing so 

ensures that multiple safeguards are in place so as to prevent an improper, illegal and anti-

competitive take-over of an entity or the exploitation of a smaller player by an entity having a larger 

market share. Thus, there is no requirement of sector-specific regulations for mergers and 

amalgamations. 

Even in the CP, TRAI acknowledges that even if the (so-called) dominant Media groups acquire 

some platforms (in Digital Media or other segments), this cannot hinder the dissemination of 

plurality of viewpoints, as a variety of viewpoints will be available in the Digital Media segment. 

In our opinion M&A in Media sector is not required to be subjected to sector specific regulations at 

all. Please refer to our submissions made to Q3. 
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Q24. In your opinion, should any entity be allowed to have an interest in both broadcasting 

and distribution companies/entities? 

Q24a. If “Yes”, how would the issues of vertical integration be addressed? 

Q24b. If “No”, whether a ceiling of 20% equity holding would be an adequate measure to 

determine “Control” of an entity i.e. any entity which has been permitted/ licensed for 

Television broadcasting or has more than 20% equity in a broadcasting company shall not 

have more than 20% equity in any Distributor (MSO/Cable operator, DTH operator, HITS 

operator, Mobile TV service provider) and vice-versa? 

Response: Not applicable to the Print media Sector. 

Q25. Please suggest any other measures to determine “Control” and the limits thereof 

between the broadcasting and distribution entities. 

Response: Not applicable to the Print media Sector. 

Q26. Do you think that the disclosures/ compliance reports for different type of licensees as 

described in Part II of Chapter VI are sufficient to ascertain the Media Ownership/ Control by 

certain entity(ies)? If no, please specify, what additional details should be sought by the 

licensor or the regulator for effective monitoring. 

Response: In our opinion, the current guidelines/compliance structure, including disclosure of 

requisite information by licensees are adequate to ensure effective compliance of the existing legal 

framework. The existing mandatory disclosure requirements for Print Media are sufficient and no 

further mandate on periodic disclosure requirements need be formulated for Media ownership. 

Q27. What additional parameters, other than those listed in this consultation paper, could be 

relevant with respect to mandatory disclosures for effective monitoring and compliance of 

Media ownership rules? Further, what should be the periodicity of such disclosures? Please 

justify your answer. 

Response: Most of the Media houses are either public or private limited or unlisted companies or 

all the data are available and filed before the Registrar of Companies or SEBI as per compliance 

timelines. There is no further requirement of filing any other disclosure before any other authority. 

If at all required, the MIB (as regulator) may on half yearly call for shareholding patter to monitor 

the ownership. Moreover, the Competition Commission can always summon and take records from 

the respective Registrar of Companies basis any complaint received from any third party. The 

issues of monopoly/ cartelization/ vertical integration are all entrusted in the jurisdiction of 

Competition Commission under the Competition Act, 2002. 
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Q28. Stakeholders may also provide their comments on any other issue relevant to the 

present consultation. 

Response: Having addressed specific issues raised by the TRAI as above, we submit below our 

overall perspective on the broader issues concerning Media ownership and control: 

Key Aspects: 

Constitutional Freedom: Any cross-Media curbs on Media will put Media’s Right to 

Freedom of Speech and Expression at risk. 

Convergence and Media TRAI has ignored the impact of common ownership and 

control of broadcasters and telcos as well as vertical 

integration in telcos. 

Media Ownership/Control: Is there a 

need? 

TRAI has not been able to specify where there is a 

problem to justify the control measures under 

discussion. 

Diversity – Indian Media Context TRAI has ignored the hugely diverse Indian Media 

landscape –the most competitive in the world. 

Media Plurality There exists ample Media plurality in India – in fact, India 

is the most diverse, competitive and plural Media market 

in the world as far as content is concerned. 

Concurrent Laws- Competition law 

and TRAI’s CP 

TRAI has in its efforts confused competition laws with 

sectoral regulations, creating the prospect of 

overlapping jurisdictions. 

 


































































